**EXHIBITION**
07.08.2018 - 31.08.2018
AT BANGKOK UNIVERSITY GALLERY (FREE)

The curators Manit Sriwanichpoom and Adulaya Tippawan Narintorn.

The festival aims to bring the LGBT+ community and the world together to celebrate diversity, creativity and strength.

**CINEMA EVENTS**
16.08.2018 > 06.09.2018
AT RESIDENCE OF FRANCE
FREE

**EUROPEAN HERITAGE DAY**
26.09.2018
FREE

**MEETUP**
27.09.2018
FREE

**AF CINEMA**

**NEW CINEMA OPENING**
This program opens on September 2.

**BPM**: LGBT+ Film Festival
05.07.2018
FREE

**CINEMA EVENTS**
13.07.2018
WE ARE ON A JOURNEY
10.08.2018
ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
14.09.2018
CHRONICLES OF A SUMMER

**FAIR**
12.07.2018 - 15.07.2018
AT CENTRALWORLD
FREE

**NATIONAL DAY PARTY**
13.07.2018
FREE

**CINEMA EVENT**

**NEW CINEMA OPENING**
This program opens on September 2.

**EXHIBITION, SCREENING & TALK**
20.09.2018 > 04.10.2018
AT ALLIANCE FRANCAISE BANGKOK
FREE

**HYDRO**
L’EAU, UNE RÉSOURCE EN COMMUN
AFD (Agence Française de Développement)
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FRENCH COURSES FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN

Alliance Française Bangkok, the best place to learn French in Thailand since 1912.
- Qualified and experienced French native teachers
- Innovation French language teaching methods
- A friendly French-speaking environment

PREPARATION OF FRENCH OFFICIAL EXAM

Preparation of the students in French studies exam (DELF/DALF)

THAI COURSES FOR FRANCOPHONES

We offer Thai courses for French speakers:
- Basics
- Conversation

FASHION COURSES

Fashion courses with qualified and experienced professional trained in France:
- Swimwear
- Fashion design & sewing
- Braiding
- Haute Couture

THAI COURSES

Preparation of the diploma in French studies

KIDS ACTIVITIES

- Dance courses
- Theater courses in French
- Story telling in French
- Art & craft workshop in French
- Introduction to philosophy in French
- Kids’t cinema

EASY TO FIND

Located just across the road from the current building, the new site will be more student-friendly and student-oriented.

BRAND NEW FACILITIES

The 6500m² building contains 29 classrooms, a brand new library, a brand new salsa room and a more spacious reading room. It boasts new 280 seats auditoriums and big spaces for more intimate events.

SPEECHES AND MODERN DESIGN

The Alliance Française Bangkok has been designed as an exchange space where students and culture mix. The French Art de Vivre will be a new French Cafe.

CALL US

Tel. 02 670 42 30
info.bangkok@afthailande.org
www.afthailande.org

THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS: